
Speeia,l Pneurna,titr llorÍzonta,l Boringl nfaehine
Type A.L.C.

460 mm.-ó10 mm.-760 mm. CAP.
(lg'-24',-30" cAP.)

This Machine has been produced to answer
the demand for a Singls Spindle Boring Mach-
ine for deep holes in which a good finish is

desired and on which the full depth can be

bored without recourse to a number of strokes

by which the chips are normally removed.

These two features have been achieved by
having a long steady immedia¡ely adjacent to
the end of the work, a bit which only cuts on

the front edge and a stream of air through the
centre of the bit to remove the chips as they
are created.

The spindle is provided with a clutch to
facilitate loading and two speeds of approxi-
mately 1500 and 3000 rpm. The boring speed

is variable being operated by hydro-pneumatic
cylinder over its total stroke of 685 mm. (27")
which allows work to be bored from 610 mm.
(24") to 150 mm. (6") minimum with holes up
to approximately 38 mm. (1|") diameter.

To operate the Machine one places the work
on the loading vees and then operates the

control lever which automatically clamps the

work between centres. The rest of the operations

then come in play i.e. boring, retreating and

then the clutch disengages which stops the

wood revolving.

It will be seen that the clamping is now
automatic which very much increases the output
of the Machine.

The output is largely conlrolled by the type
of wood being used but as a guide a beech
block 610 mm. (24") long was bored on test

in 20 seconds with a 19 mm. (?") dia. bit.

IØe can if r'equired, make a Machine of this

type to bore work up to 760 mm. (30") long or
460 mm. (18") long.

H.P. of motor fitted,4 Kw. (5å H.P.).
Gross weight 1320.85 Kgs. (20 cwts.) approx.
Nett weight 914.44 Kgs. (18 cwts.) approx.
Floor space, 3200 mm. (10ft. 6in.) long x ll40 mm. (3ft. 9 in.) wide.
Line supply, 80-100 lbs/sq. in.
Code word, CAMBE.
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